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Abstract. The growth of small perturbations and the temperature correlation func-
tion of cosmic background radiation induced by the perturbations in the isotropic and
homogeneous universe with arbitrary spatial curvature, lled with nonrelativistic and so-
called string-like matter is calculated. It is shown that both magnitudes are insensitive to
the eventual existence of the string-like matter in the universe. The widespread opinion








= 0:1 0:3 and the theoretically favoured one 
  1 (inationary scenario) suggests
that the Universe can be lled with some kind of matter which is distributed more smoothly
than the baryonic matter. The smooth component of the Universe must be nonbaryonic
but it can be of nonrelatyvistic (e.g. massive neutrinos), relativistic, or more exotic (e.g.
-term) type. The problem appears in the case of nonrelativistic and relativistic matter
dominated universe since in both cases the age of the universe becomes too short (shorter
than the age of the oldest stars and globular clusters). This is the main reason why
cosmological models with the -term are in recent years so seriously taken into account.
However, the constant -term is not the only possibility which resolves the so called \
-
problem" giving, at the same time, suciently large age of the universe. Some people
consider the -term varying in time according to the law  / t
 2
[1,2] or  / R
 2
[3,4]
(in some cases both behaviours coincide). Such time-dependent -term allows to explain its
present extremly small value comparing with the natural value close to the Planck epoch.
We note that the global texture in a closed universe [5] and a network of cosmic strings
[6,7] obeys the same law of variation ( / R
 2
). We call the exotic form of matter scaling
according to this law { string-like matter. In the present paper we discuss perturbation
growth and anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) in the string-like
matter dominated universe.
The inuence of, what we call, string-like matter on the evolution of the universe and
on astrophysical formulae was examined by several authors [8-13]. Perturbation growth in
such a model was also discussed [14]. It is well known that the perturbations cannot grow
in the curvature dominated universe. Since the energy density of the string-like matter
scales with the expansion in the same way as the curvature term one asserts that the
perturbations cannot grow in the string-like matter dominated universe either. We nd
this generally accepted statement not quite correct and one of the purposes of the paper is
to clear up this point. The second purpose of the paper is to check whether the eventual
existence of the string-like matter in the universe may have an impact on the large-angular-
scale anisotropies of the CMB. In the previous paper [12] we showed that the string-like
matter enlarges the angle at which we observe the anisotropies of the CMB. One can say
that the string-like matter acts as a sort of magnifying glass apparently increasing the
angular size of anisotropy. The question we address in the present paper is whether the
string-like matter inues the amplitude of the anisotropy.
In the next section we calculate the growth of small perturbations in the homogeneous
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and isotropic universe with arbitrary spatial curvature lled with nonrelativistic and string-
like matter. Section 3 is devoted to evaluation of the temperature correlation function of
cosmic microwave background radiation induced by the perturbations in the model under
consideration. We realize that neither the growth of perturbations nor the temperature
correlation function of the CMB is sensitive to the eventual existence of the string-like
matter in the universe.
2. Perturbation growth in the universe lled with nonrelativistic and string-
-like matter
If we assume that the components of the universe do not interact with each other the




























are some constants which can be





































are energy density parame-
ters of nonrelativistic and string-like matter respectively. We use scale factor normalization
such that at the present epoch R(t
0






















Note that the string-like matter energy density parameter 

s0
does not explicitly appear
in the above equation. It means that the string-like matter does not aect the dynamics
of the universe. It follows from the relation (2.2c) that 

s0
does aect only the curvature.
This well known property will be crucial for our further considerations.
Similar form of the curvature term and the string-like matter term in the Friedman
















This term aects directly the dynamics of the universe. The curvature term and the
string-like matter term separately do not.
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Let us assume that the string-like matter is distributed smoothly in the universe (at a
large scale) i.e. is not aected by a local perturbation of nonrelativistic matter (t; ~x) =
(t; ~x)  (t): Then the time evolution of the density contrast   = in the linear regime


















 = 0: (2:5)
Since the string-like matter forms a smoth background it does not explicitly enter the
above equation [15]. Its solution (growing mode) written down as a function of redshift,


















































Of course this is exactly the same solution as in the case without the string-like matter as
it could have been expected looking at the form of the equation (2.5). From the solution it
follows that for xed z the growth of perturbation in the linear regime is totally determined
by the nonrelativistic matter energy density parameter 

m0








is the same independently of whether 

s0






: The same conclusion can be
deduced from the form of the equation (2.1) or (2.3). In the case without the string-like







: But in the case under consideration the curvature term is replaced by




, which is a dierence of the curvature term and the
string-like matter term. In this dierence 

s0
cancels. As a result the redshift at which













3. Temperature correlation function in the model with nonrelativistic and
string-like matter
The perturbation growth calculated in the previous section by local change of gravita-
tional potential induces anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background radiation. This
anisotropy can be calculated in several ways. In the present paper we are using a method
4
proposed by Gorski et al [17]. In this method an expression for the temperature corre-
lation function C() involves a double integral along the lines of sight, separated by the
angle , to the last scattering surface over the second derivative of the growth rate factor
for adiabatic density uctuation in nonrelativistic matter combined with simple integral











































() is the second derivative of the perturbation  with respect to the conformal time 
dened d = H
0


















() can be expressed as



























cosh    1

2












































(cosh    1): (3:6)

0
in the upper limit of the integration in (3.1) is the value of the time parameter corre-















corresponds to the last scattering surface and can be found similarly by putting R(
e
) =




















































The functions  
k
(y) and  
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: The discrepancy between the
numerical values of the constanys ; ;  given in original papers and the values given
above follows from the dierent choice of units for k. Usually one chooses [k] = Mpc
 1
:
Following Gorski et al. we choose [k] = (km=s)
 1
. The latter units are obtained from the
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former ones by dividing them by the factor H
0
= 100 hkm=sMpc. n is the spectral index
usually taken as n  1 (Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum). The constant A can be found from

























) can be obtained from (2.6) by putting z = 0.







() should be now substituted into the formula (3.1). Numerical
determination of the function C() is long-lasting because the multiple integration has
to be carried out. But even without integration some conclusions may be deduced. It
seems that the crucial one is that the temperature correlation function C(), or in the
consequence, the anisotropy amplitude T=T () = [2(C(0) C())]
1=2
does not depend on
the amount of string-like matter in the universe. The amplitude is the same in the model
with and without the string-like matter.
4. Conclusions
In a widespread opinion the suppression of the perturbation growth is a most important
aw of the string-like matter dominated universe practically eliminating it as a model of
the real universe.
One can easily show that in the model with two components (nonrelativistic and string-












Note that unless k = 0 the value of z
s
has nothing to do with the value of the redshift z
c











Formally it might happen that the universe is dominated by the string-like matter and the










  1 > 0).
In the paper we showed explicitly that the perturbation growth in the linear regime is
totally independent of the amount of the string-like matter in the universe. The growth























1) the total perturbation growth is the same. One can say that the perturbation growth
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does not feel the existence of the string-like matter. What distinguishes all three cases
is the spatial curvature. At the rst sight it seems strange that the growth rate of the
perturbation does not depend on the curvature of the universe. This, however, should
not be surprising because the curvature term and the string-like matter term enter the
dynamical equations always together as an \eective curvature term" and the curvature
in the extracted form does not appear.
Since the calculation of the temperature correlation function of the CMB requires
practically the same equations as the calculation of the perturbation growth the amplitude




parameter either. It means that the measurement of the amplitude of the anisotropy
T=T () does not say anything about the eventual existence of the string-like matter in
the universe.
Conluding we would like to stress once more that the formation of structure in the
universe with or without the string-like matter proceeds in the same way. There is no sup-
pression of the perturbation growth in the string-like matter dominated universe. Moreover
such exotic matter has no eect on the value of the anisotropy amplitude T=T ().
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